City Lights

Local Guys Toss Lucille

Lucille Connolly, 16, was the latest in a line of local girls who have been the victims of sexual assaults in the area. The latest assault occurred in a park on the outskirts of town, and Lucille was taken to the hospital with severe injuries.

Don't Call Me, I'll Call You

Pauline Smith, 18, was the latest victim of the local gang of teenagers who have been victimizing students for years. She was taken to the hospital with severe injuries, and the police are still looking for the culprits.

It Came From Outer Space

The new space station Minerva in Dodira was opened to the public last weekend, and it was a huge success. The visitors were able to see the space station up close and personal, and they were able to take photographs and videos.

City Lights

United States of America

A special report by Senator William Proctor on the recent mileston of the space station Minerva's launch. The senator discusses the implications of this event for the future of space exploration.
Letters

Just For A Thrill

I'm not disappointed by the new stereo system, but I'm not overwhelmed by it either. I think the sound is clear and immediate, but it doesn't have the depth and richness that I expected. Overall, I'm satisfied with the system, but I think it could be improved.

Best regards,

[Signature]

Two Women

Jasmine & Selene write: "We have been recommended to buy this stereo system by a friend who recently bought one. We are very impressed with the sound quality and the ease of use. We would definitely recommend it to others."
Straight from the Hip
Matthew Alice

Dear Matthew Alice,

Could it be possible why the manure from our horse has a strange odor? We're trying to be environmentally friendly, and I'm concerned about the smell. Is there a way to reduce the odor or utilize it in a beneficial way?

Sincerely,
[Name]

Matthew Alice,

I’m surprised by your question. Manure is a valuable resource, rich in nutrients, and can be used in different ways to benefit the environment. Some common uses include:

1. Composting: Manure can be composted to create a nutrient-rich soil amendment. This helps to reduce the amount of chemical fertilizers needed and promotes healthier soils.
2. Fuel: Manure can be used as fuel in certain applications. Biofuels derived from manure can be used as an energy source, reducing dependence on fossil fuels.
3. Animal feed: Manure can be used as a feed supplement for animals, improving their health and growth.

Let’s make the most of our resources. Let’s talk more about these options and how we can utilize manure more effectively.

Best regards,
[Your Name]
The change in the Santa Fe Railroad's traffic was reflected in the new line's revenue. The railroad's annual report for 1932 showed a net loss of $3.4 million, compared to a net profit of $1.2 million in 1931. The report noted that the railroad's passenger traffic had dropped by 25% in the previous year, and that freight traffic had also decreased significantly. The railroad was forced to lay off a large number of workers and to cut back on its operations. The change in traffic patterns also affected the local economy, as the railroad was a major employer and source of income in the area. The report warned that the railroad's financial difficulties could have serious implications for the local community, and urged the government to take action to support the railroad. The report also recommended that the railroad consider alternative sources of revenue, such as the sale of land along the right of way, in order to help offset its financial losses.
SDG&E

continued from page 1

ity is in SDG&E's service area. In addition, the company is considering the development of a new transmission line to carry the power from the Beaver Dam power plant to its San Diego County substation. This project, if approved, would allow SDG&E to supply power to parts of the county that are currently served by a different utility.

In summary, SDG&E's efforts to expand its service area are in line with the company's goals of providing reliable and affordable power to its customers. The company's decision to purchase the Beaver Dam power plant and the growth in its service area are examples of its commitment to meet the needs of the communities it serves.
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The Difference in the Sound. The Truly

Extraordinary.

Merrill F. Lenox

STEREO

UNLIMITED

in a class . . . by itself

Stereophonic Sound High Fidelity for home entertainers

Don't buy until you try it!

STereo Unlimited

5361 Bridgeview La Jolla 617-6800

The difference is in the sound. Merrill F. Lenox represents only the finest in high fidelity:

- Tube Linear Amplifiers
- Quad Pre-Amplifiers
- Quad Speakers
- Quad Transducers

The Sound of Merrill F. Lenox is different. Why settle for second best when you can have the best. Call Merrill F. Lenox for a personal comparison. We carry no other brands.

STereo Unlimited

5361 Bridgeview La Jolla 617-6800
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GRAND OPENING

4882 NEWPORT AVE.

Newport Beach

SNAPPYNICKS / PROPER TOTE

Men's Haircuts $9.99

COWL NECKS & TURTLENECKS

$9.99 & $49

ALL SIZES! ALL STYLES!

women's Haircuts $9.99

EXTRA HAIR CUTS $4.99

WE'VE CHANGED!!

PANTRY

SALE STARTS TODAY

Casual Clothes for Guys for Girls

First class free

For more information call 673-4882
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The Body Firm

Kathy Combs dynamic exercise system for complete body toning and fitness.

DISCOVER THE JOY OF BEING FIT.

---

SDG&E

Investment in Sound.

Continued from preceding page

Consumer Reports on Home Appliance Operations

"Consumers are getting a bit more realistic in their expectations of home appliances," says SDG&E's Tino Raffo. "They're not looking for the latest in technology, they're looking for reliability and efficiency. We're finding that our customers are willing to pay a bit more for appliances that are energy efficient and have a long lifespan."

Raffo notes that SDG&E has made a commitment to offering energy-efficient appliances to its customers. "We want to help our customers save money and reduce their carbon footprint. We offer a wide range of energy-efficient appliances, from refrigerators and dishwashers to washers and dryers," he says. "Our goal is to help our customers make informed decisions about their home appliances."

Raffo adds that SDG&E is also working to improve the energy efficiency of its own operations. "We've made significant investments in our infrastructure to reduce our energy consumption. We're using energy-efficient lighting, and we're constantly looking for ways to reduce our energy use."
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
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UNLIMITED
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Don't buy until you try it!

STereo Unlimited

5361 Bridgeview La Jolla 617-6800
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This Saturday November 10

10 AM to 5 PM
Free Cartridge Clinic

Erie Hardware

225-6151

During the show, Stereo Unlimited will be performing.
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THE TALE OF THE TICKER TAPE

By Sue Garson

The ticker tape is an historic New York City tradition. A signal of the city's spirit, it is as much a part of the city's identity as the Statue of Liberty or the Manhattan skyline. The ticker tape is a symbol of hope, of celebration, of victory. It is a reminder of the city's past, and a promise of its future.

The Ticker Tape parade is an annual event held in New York City, usually on the day after the election of the United States president. The parade is a celebration of the new president, and is a tradition that dates back to the early 1900s. It is a symbol of the city's spirit, and a reminder of the city's history.

The Ticker Tape parade is an event that is attended by thousands of people, and is broadcast on television and radio throughout the country. It is a celebration of the city, and a reminder of the city's spirit.
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Presenting The Lobster Pot.
Fresh Maine lobster every day. Served with steamed vegetables, baked potatoes, golden ear of corn, ice cream. $12.85.
Sunday thru Thursday 11:00 AM to 10:00 PM.

HUMPHREY'S
Lobster for lunch, too! Plus seafood from both coasts. Light salads, light, exotic, dessert creations.
2241 Shelter Island Drive-224-3577

Kirk Bates is back!
Kirk Bates, San Diego's hottest entertainer, is back performing at the Atlantis Lounge. He's a singer, a dancer, a musician. He's no more.
And he's falling. But most of all Kirk Bates is an evening of entertainment you'll never forget. And he's appearing every Tuesday thru Saturday from 9 p.m.

Now at the Atlantis.
Next to Sea World in Mission Bay. 224-3414

ODEON'S
100% Australian beef ranch raised. World's best beef. 70% off retail price.

ENTS COORDINATOR: Jim Woods

THANK YOU TO: SANTA FE BARTER LOUNGE, BROADWAY SHOW BAR, ORANGE COUNTY DOWNTOWN.

Buck's ticket service.
SANTANA, BOB DYLAN, KISS, THE POLICE & BOB MARLEY, EARTH, WIND & FIRE, JETHRO TULL, GRATEFUL DEAD, FLEETWOOD MAC, TUBBY WATSON, MASTERS OF TRANCE.

KANSAS, STYX, CHEAP TRICK, CHARLIE BROWN, CLIPPERS.

20TH ANNIVERSARY: PACIFIC BEACH
273-4567 CALL US!!

Country Joe & the Fish with the Fabulous Thunderbirds
Tuesday, November 14, 9:00 PM
OREGON WITH RALPH TOWNER
Thursday, November 16, 8:00 PM
INTERNATIONAL NEW WAVE NIGHT 20/20, PENUMBRA, FASHION
and others special KQB-FM BACKSTAGE PARTY
All ages welcome $5.00

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 10:00 PM
NEIL CONNORS AND THE DURRANS
Tuesday, November 21, 8:00 PM
SEAN PHILLIPS

FRI., NOVEMBER 16, 8:00 PM TO 10:00 PM
JACK BOWERS WITH FRIENDS

KALAPANA
Monday, November 19, 9:00 PM
IGGY POP
Tuesday, November 20, 9:00 PM
ALBERT KING

TOWER OF POWER
AT CALAMARAN HOTEL & RESTAURANT
2033 Mission Boulevard, San Diego, California 92101

AUGUST: 23, LARRY'S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION.

SEPTEMBER: 7, JULY BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION.

OCTOBER: 24, MOTHER'S DAY CELEBRATION.

NOVEMBER: 25, CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION.

DECEMBER: 26, LEPRECHAUN'S DAY CELEBRATION.
READER'S GUIDE TO LOCAL EVENTS

Music

Guadalupe Concert, a Mexican Baroque ensemble, will play on Saturday, December 29, 7:30 p.m., at the Guadalupe Theatre, 2100 Truxton Ave., San Diego. (619) 275-0808.

Tangos, an all-male dance group, will perform on Friday, December 21, 8 p.m., at the Guadalupe Theatre, 2100 Truxton Ave., San Diego. (619) 234-4750.

FESTIVAL OF THE BAHIA, a Brazilian music festival, will be held on Saturday, December 29, 8 p.m., at the Guadalupe Theatre, 2100 Truxton Ave., San Diego. (619) 234-4750.

Galleries

The San Diego Museum of Art will present its annual holiday exhibition, "Christmas in America," through January 1, 1984. The exhibition features more than 200 works of art, including paintings, sculpture, and photographs, that represent the diversity of American cultures and traditions. For more information, call (619) 234-5100.

The Museum of Contemporary Art will present its annual holiday exhibition, "American Dream," through January 1, 1984. The exhibition features more than 200 works of art, including paintings, sculpture, and photographs, that represent the diversity of American cultures and traditions. For more information, call (619) 234-5100.
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CURRENT MOVIES

Halloween - John Carpenter's original 1978 horror classic returns to theaters in a brand-new digital restoration. The story follows a young boy who gets lost in a mausoleum on the eve of Halloween, setting off a series of events that lead to his eventual murder. The film is known for its suspenseful score and shocking moments.

The Lost Tango in Paris - This French drama follows the story of a man and woman who meet in Buenos Aires in 1959 and fall in love, only to be separated by the political upheaval in Argentina that leads to the fall of the Peronist government. The film's title refers to the Tango is a dance that was forbidden in Argentina during that period. The movie is a love letter to the city and the people who dance there.

Life of Brian - Monty Python's satirical masterpiece tells the story of Brian, a man who is born on the same day as Jesus Christ in Bethlehem. The film is a dark comedy and parody of the life of Jesus and the historical events of the time.

 Corvette - An action-packed thriller set in the world of road racing, featuring a veteran race car driver who must overcome personal challenges to compete in a high-stakes race.

Movie Directory

STANDARDS OF ARTS

Midnight Show

The Fish That Saved Pittsburgh

STARTS TOMORROW!

MOVIE DIRECTORY
CURRENT MOVIES

Stop Nuclear Madness Rally November 10

Birkenstock *
The Quiet Clog

Hair Design '10 by KIM

Bargain Guide

For our grand opening special.

LOW COST RENTAL CLAY TIME
CUC
82-1024

LOW COST RENTAL CLAY TIME CUC
82-1024

Hair Design '10
by KIM

Grand Opening
Friday, November 9

Art & Charley's Great Food Great Prices Great Atmosphere

The Menu

BBQ 1/2 chicken (Foster Farms 1/2 lbs.) $7.75
BBQ beef rib $7.75
BBQ baby back pork ribs $7.75
Combination of any 2 BBQ items $14.25

The Salad Bar

Create your own masterpiece from our plentiful salad bar.
Select from over 40 items - any four
Only $2.25 with any meal or $4.50 by itself
(and we won't count the trips).

The Liquids

We have the beer to quench any thirst with any of our 30 imported beers.
Our vintage selection of wines are from the premier wine producers
Have your drink and eat it too with one of our forty ice cream creations
(for kids 21 and over)
of California and Europe, including San Diego's own Callaway.

Art & Charley's
3553 Mission Center Road
(Entrance on southeast corner of block)
Dinner Sunday-Thurston 5-11
Friday-Saturday 11-midnight
Bar open 4-2 every day
All major credit cards accepted
Reservation out necessary
287-1823
Great News!

Great News! is the Cat's Meow!
It's Catware by Kliban!

shower curtains and towels for bath, books and calendars that make you laugh, planters and napkins for dinner and drink, kitchen grommets for holiday cooking, photo albums for family looking, reusable totes for on the run, big beach towels for in the sun, checkbook covers, a gift for all, colorful posters to hang on the wall, kitchen towels for drying dishes, Christmas cards to send good wishes, Christmas wrap makes gifts so pretty, wrapped up with our favorite kitty, we've got it all and so much more. at Great News! the Everything Store.

GREAT NEWS IS PROUD TO PRESENT OVER A FINE ARRAY OF GIFTS MADE POSSIBLE BY AMER. BART & DANTZIG, BURLINGTON AND WORKMAN PUBLISHING. MANY MORE DESIGNS AVAILABLE.

Now Two Locations!

GREAT NEWS
PACIFIC PLAZA
1760 SAHARA AV.
PACIFIC PLAZA
5600 S. LAS VEGAS 658
GREAT NEWS
LA VILLAS
BETTY VILLAS Rd.
LOWER LEVEL
6600 S. LAS VEGAS 658
91X FM

The station that gave you the commercial-free weekend now gives you commercial free Mondays.

Every Monday!

Introducing

The No-Sham Brunch.

This Sunday morning when you begin chomping your lunch with a bland meal for a great breakfast, make it vary your taste. Forget the usual taste of Sunday brunches and come straight to the Ocean Fresh Cafe. R.C. will grace the place with charcos. That's right—nothing but our extraordinary brunch menu and we'll include some free charcos. We'll give you a Sunday morning idea for only a dollar. See you Sunday!

Open Every Day For Lunch 10:30—2:30
Dinners 5 P.M. - Sunday Brunch 10:00—2:00
5509 La Jolla Blvd., Bird Rock
489-4149
Retail Seafood Market Next Door
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
Staghorn Fern
Non-Costman One Fast Free
Absolutely Limit Two Per Customer
Buy One
$8.00
Get One Free

Elephant's Foot
3" x 4" Pots
Buy One
$1.50
Get One Free

Good With This Ad Through November 16
the BASKET CASE

THE READER PUZZLE

No. 81 Good
Stabbers

1. Stabbers

2. Good

3. Ladder

4. Wall

5. Bicycle

6. Knife

7. Knife

8. Skill

9. Knife

10. Skill

Rules of the Game
1. Puzzles for entering the Reader Puzzle will be Reader
2. All entries in the Reader Puzzle contest may be reviewed
3. All winners must be accompanied by their name, address, and phone number.
4. Entries must be original and not submitted by anyone else.
5. All entries must be submitted by November 16, 1979.
6. Winners will be announced on November 23, 1979.

Women of and Answers to Reader Puzzles #79. Post

1. Elizabeth Haskell

2. Janice Carver

3. Maude Winkler

4. George Washington Carver

5. Horace Greely

6. John Muir

7. Robert Frost

8. Robert Frost

9. Robert Frost

10. Robert Frost
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